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About This Game

Travel through a fantasy kingdom! Visit the magical Crystal Cave. Have fun relaxing in the Air Harbor and don't freeze in the
Frozen Desert.

Complete games of Mahjong to suit any taste.
Classical levels, themed levels, super fast levels for points when you need to save time, high levels of 15 layers for when you

want to put your brain into high gear, and huge 200 tile levels for long journeys!

Enjoy more than seven hours of gameplay in 120 unique levels in six fantastic and unexplored worlds, with spellbinding views
of the game's magical universe.

Each level has special tasks and special golden tiles.

-Travel through a fantasy kingdom!
-Over 100 original levels

-A magical atmosphere and over 7 hours of gameplay
-Mahjong for any taste-classical levels, 15-layer, 200 tiles

-Special tasks and special golden tiles.
-An adventure in your pocket
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mahjong magic journey 2

This is getting a thumb up purely in the hope that it means the whole game will eventually be playable on the Vive. I love the
Deus Ex games, but I actually stopped playing this one after getting my vive, it just seemed so flat.. game itself is fun little
game, however developer's attitude is something no one would want to experience. When I purchased this game weeks ago it
had no files to install - empty folder on both Windows and Linux OSes. I wrote in game forums and got no reply from
developer. then weeks later I contacted steam support and they corrected the issue so I can finally install and play this game.
Next day after that happened developer appeared on forums and blamed my modem, OS and "wrong downloading server"
instead of admitting they had issue on their end. Unbelievable! He tried to make a fool of me for something that wasn't my fault
at all! My only mistake is buying this shovelware because I liked their Wells game and wanted to support this developer. That
s what I've got in return. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/676000\/discussions\/0\/1496741765128367417\/. Very solid
shoot em up: The controls are tight, the way enemies move and tilt to fire comes across as feeling very natural and the variety of
mid-bosses, bosses and their patterns is good.

The colorful graphics fit the game well, it would be great if they were a bit more detailed tough.

The games two main gimmicks -
1. Meeting certain parameters like destroying all the parts of a boss grants a point bonus
2. Building up a hitchain to raise the points gained by the special shot
- fit perfectly into the flow and are very fun to play around with.

Also, the soundtrack is awesome and the main characters are cute.. Chivalry but 100x better. I want a third one!. The Witch's
House is a remake of an old RPG maker horror game. I never played the original so I'll only be going from a viewpoint of
someone who knew nothing about this game going in. Starting with the gameplay: the puzzles are really good, they make you
scratch your head and think but unlike a lot of puzzle games they aren't too hard to the point that you get discourage or stuck for
too long. Being someone who sucks at puzzles I had to refer to a guide a few times. There's also a few points of running from
monsters which are very simple running usually. I like how any mistake in the game can get you killed and it's hard to know
exactly what's a mistake and what you have to do. I'd say the gameplay is enjoyable and creepy at times, and that flare of
unpredictable really makes it shine.
The game looks beautiful, being someone who is getting into pixel art I really respect the art and the work put into it. The music
is just as beautiful and knows just when to cut for the best atmosphere. Great atmosphere, I could really get into it and get
immersed.
I won't spoil anything here but the story is where I think it falls the shortest. Not that the story was bad, more like it didn't really
exist. There's pretty much no backstory and a bit of plot revealed here and there but not really enough. It would've been
awesome to have a more lore, a deeper world, more revealed about the terrible history of the witch's house. There was a huge
opportunity that was wasted.
Overall the game is enjoyable, fun, and immersive. The puzzles well done, the atmosphere great. Although at it's given price it is
a little much. The game is also a little short, I have only gotten one of the endings so far but still it was only around two and a
half hours long and that was with me dying a lot. Fifteen dollars for a two and a half hour game is pricey. I'd recommend getting
it during a good sale.
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Visually the game looks superb but unfortunately nothing behind that.
Big irritation for me are the controls. You are stuck with no way to change which is a pain for the left handed amongst us.. I
can't really recommend it I guess... Great pack, Just wish the one with the sexy ladies were 400+ pieces :P. Controls are too bad.
You have to constantly fight with your character's momentum in a platformer. Not a fun time. Also the XP penalty for dying is
1/4 of a level up and getting that XP back will take forever.. It's a great game, I was very excited to play it when I received as a
gift from a special person. I didn't get disappointed, the game is really nice and beautiful, good graphics and soundtrack. In a
biological view I really liked it, even in a botanical lab some people can't imagine a plant as a live being, I mean, they are
immobile to our eyes! By playing "Reach for the Sun" I felt I can like plants even more now than I already liked before. Totally
recommended if you are interested in plants <3. Last episode from "The Last Crusade" - cannot rotate the two bridge parts
together. Bug. Ruined the whole experience. Lame devs, ridiculous publisher.. I purchased both Siverfall for $5.00 on the
summer sale. THis is a great deal! I hav not had any problems with the physics part; the Steam inatallation did it and the game
runs quite well for me. I have a ATI Radeon graphic card. As for the game, it is a huge world and there seems to be many
missions which you are free to do in the order you wish. You are also free to explore the world. I find the controls OK once you
get used to it. I enjoy the many objects, treasures and monsters you find. For the price I paid, I can only recommend this game!.
This game actually reminded of super crate box. If you like that you might like this. It's also a really good price for this game.. I
just lost 1.2 hrs of my life playing this. I found myself yelling curse words at the dudes shooting me and I lol'ed

Pros:
decent looking
easy controls
stupid as F
mindless time killer

Cons:
It's a moble app port so there are weird artifacts from the cash shop in it. (ex get 100 gems to unlock an upgrade then after that
you can buy them with coins.)

No real goal but meh

TLDR silly time waster
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